Current steering in retinal stimulation via a quasimonopolar stimulation paradigm.
Research to restore some degree of vision to patients suffering from retinal degeneration is becoming increasingly more promising. Several groups have chosen electrical stimulation of the remaining network of a degenerate retina as a means to generate discrete light percepts (phosphenes). Approaches vary significantly, with the greatest difference being the location of the stimulating electrode itself. Suprachoroidal positioning offers excellent mechanical stability and surgical simplicity; however, at the cost of activation thresholds and focused stimulation due to the distance from the electrodes to the target neurons. Past studies proposed a hexapolar electrode configuration to focus the cortical activation and minimize cross-talk between electrodes during concurrent stimulation. The high impedance nature of the choroid and pigment epithelium, however, cause current to shunt between the stimulating and return electrodes, resulting in even higher activation thresholds. In our study, we analyzed the effect of stimulating the feline retina using a quasimonopolar stimulation by simultaneously stimulating a hexapolar and distant monopolar return configurations. Results of in vivo studies showed that quasimonopolar stimulation can be used to maintain the activation containment properties of hexapolar stimulation, while lowering the activation threshold to values almost equivalent to those of monopolar stimulation. The optimal stimulus was found to be composed of a subthreshold monopolar stimulus combined with a suprathreshold hexapolar stimulation. This resulted in a decrease of activation threshold of 60% with respect to hexapolar alone, but with no discernible deleterious effect on the charge containment of a pure hexapolar stimulation.